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the idiom for the ages encapsulates the timeless essence of creations events
and achievements that transcend the limitations of their time it reminds us
of the human desire for enduring recognition and the aspiration to contribute
to a legacy that spans generations in archaeology and anthropology prehistory
is subdivided into the three age system this list includes the use of the
three age system as well as a number of various designation used in reference
to sub ages within the traditional three the dates for each age can vary by
region the phrase for the ages is a popular idiom that has been used for
centuries to describe something that will be remembered or celebrated for a
long time this expression is often used in reference to historical events
cultural icons or significant achievements for the ages definition idiomatic
especially memorable and noteworthy deserving to endure for a very long time
idiomatic in a manner that produces long lasting effects for posterity for a
very long duration for the ages not comparable idiomatic especially memorable
and noteworthy deserving to endure for a very long time for the ages that
will stand the test of time that will be remembered or regarded for years to
come his epic novel is truly one for the ages as it explores the human
condition in a way few authors have achieved before the question of free will
is a philosophical mystery for the ages the phrase unto the ages of ages
expresses either the idea of eternity or an indeterminate number of aeons the
phrase is a translation of the original koine greek phrase εἰς τοὺς αἰῶνας
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τῶν αἰώνων eis toùs aionas ton aiṓnōn which occurs in the original greek
texts of the christian new testament e g you can use for the ages to refer to
anything that is especially memorable or noteworthy there are a couple of
ways to use this you can say like i did that it was a wedding for the ages or
you can simply say that was one for the ages i ve always thought i should use
for ages when for example i meet a person who i haven t seen for a long time
but recently i came across another expression in ages as in i haven t seen
you in ages is it correct to say this people use the phrase middle ages to
describe europe between the fall of rome in 476 ce and the beginning of the
renaissance in the 14th century they use these resources to divide human
existence into five main historical eras prehistory classical middle ages
early modern and modern eras keep reading to learn the main civilizations
technological achievements important historical figures and significant
events during these major time periods in history however the word age
functions differently in each use of age and ages for ranges in the first two
examples age is a noun we often see the same phrasing used when speaking of
one person being a single age the gift is for his oldest daughter age 16 at
the age of is singular and at the ages of is plural you would use the first
in referring to just one year and the second when referring to multiple for
example at the ages of thirty and thirty one i learnt spanish the meaning of
age is the time of life at which some particular qualification power or
capacity arises or rests specifically majority how to use age in a sentence
synonym discussion of age stevenson understands the singular form of the
expression in question age of ages occurring only one time in the bible in
ephesians 3 21 to mean best age which could also be said to be a very good or
great age lists containing the names of some of the u s founding fathers and
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their respective ages on july 4 1776 the date the declaration of independence
was adopted have circulated online since at a range of ages from age 1 to age
2 starts at one age singular and ends at another we can also talk about the
period between a pair of ages plural the expression from the age of fifteen
to the age of twenty one can be written without the second occurrence of from
the age of as in your example in essence the secret of the ages is a
testament to the enduring quest for understanding and improving the self it s
for those who are not just seeking success in the material sense but are on a
quest for a deeper more fulfilling life these revised guidelines redefine
birth years and classifications for millennials gen z and gen alpha whether
you re an elder millennial who identifies more with gen x or a 90s baby who
feels the term age describes the periods of player civilization advancement
in the age of empires games it is a system of tiered advancement in which
each tier offers increasingly powerful units and technologies age of empires
age of empires ii and age of empires iv feature four ages each while
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for the ages definition meaning and origin May 23 2024 the idiom for the ages
encapsulates the timeless essence of creations events and achievements that
transcend the limitations of their time it reminds us of the human desire for
enduring recognition and the aspiration to contribute to a legacy that spans
generations
list of time periods wikipedia Apr 22 2024 in archaeology and anthropology
prehistory is subdivided into the three age system this list includes the use
of the three age system as well as a number of various designation used in
reference to sub ages within the traditional three the dates for each age can
vary by region
understanding the idiom for the ages meaning origins Mar 21 2024 the phrase
for the ages is a popular idiom that has been used for centuries to describe
something that will be remembered or celebrated for a long time this
expression is often used in reference to historical events cultural icons or
significant achievements
for the ages definition meaning yourdictionary Feb 20 2024 for the ages
definition idiomatic especially memorable and noteworthy deserving to endure
for a very long time idiomatic in a manner that produces long lasting effects
for posterity for a very long duration
for the ages wiktionary the free dictionary Jan 19 2024 for the ages not
comparable idiomatic especially memorable and noteworthy deserving to endure
for a very long time
for the ages idioms by the free dictionary Dec 18 2023 for the ages that will
stand the test of time that will be remembered or regarded for years to come
his epic novel is truly one for the ages as it explores the human condition
in a way few authors have achieved before the question of free will is a
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philosophical mystery for the ages
unto the ages of ages wikipedia Nov 17 2023 the phrase unto the ages of ages
expresses either the idea of eternity or an indeterminate number of aeons the
phrase is a translation of the original koine greek phrase εἰς τοὺς αἰῶνας
τῶν αἰώνων eis toùs aionas ton aiṓnōn which occurs in the original greek
texts of the christian new testament e g
what is one for the ages plain english Oct 16 2023 you can use for the ages
to refer to anything that is especially memorable or noteworthy there are a
couple of ways to use this you can say like i did that it was a wedding for
the ages or you can simply say that was one for the ages
differences in ages vs for ages english language Sep 15 2023 i ve always
thought i should use for ages when for example i meet a person who i haven t
seen for a long time but recently i came across another expression in ages as
in i haven t seen you in ages is it correct to say this
middle ages definition timeline facts history Aug 14 2023 people use the
phrase middle ages to describe europe between the fall of rome in 476 ce and
the beginning of the renaissance in the 14th century
historical eras list of major time periods in history Jul 13 2023 they use
these resources to divide human existence into five main historical eras
prehistory classical middle ages early modern and modern eras keep reading to
learn the main civilizations technological achievements important historical
figures and significant events during these major time periods in history
age vs ages vs aged when to use each merriam webster Jun 12 2023 however the
word age functions differently in each use of age and ages for ranges in the
first two examples age is a noun we often see the same phrasing used when
speaking of one person being a single age the gift is for his oldest daughter
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age 16
what is the difference between at the age of and at the ages of May 11 2023
at the age of is singular and at the ages of is plural you would use the
first in referring to just one year and the second when referring to multiple
for example at the ages of thirty and thirty one i learnt spanish
ages definition meaning merriam webster Apr 10 2023 the meaning of age is the
time of life at which some particular qualification power or capacity arises
or rests specifically majority how to use age in a sentence synonym
discussion of age
church history what does ages of ages mean specifically Mar 09 2023 stevenson
understands the singular form of the expression in question age of ages
occurring only one time in the bible in ephesians 3 21 to mean best age which
could also be said to be a very good or great age
how old were the us founding fathers on july 4 1776 Feb 08 2023 lists
containing the names of some of the u s founding fathers and their respective
ages on july 4 1776 the date the declaration of independence was adopted have
circulated online since at
grammaticality from the age or ages of fifteen to twenty Jan 07 2023 a range
of ages from age 1 to age 2 starts at one age singular and ends at another we
can also talk about the period between a pair of ages plural the expression
from the age of fifteen to the age of twenty one can be written without the
second occurrence of from the age of as in your example
the secret of the ages the master code to abundance and Dec 06 2022 in
essence the secret of the ages is a testament to the enduring quest for
understanding and improving the self it s for those who are not just seeking
success in the material sense but are on a quest for a deeper more fulfilling
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life
here are the age ranges for millennials gen z and gen alpha Nov 05 2022 these
revised guidelines redefine birth years and classifications for millennials
gen z and gen alpha whether you re an elder millennial who identifies more
with gen x or a 90s baby who feels
age age of empires series wiki fandom Oct 04 2022 the term age describes the
periods of player civilization advancement in the age of empires games it is
a system of tiered advancement in which each tier offers increasingly
powerful units and technologies age of empires age of empires ii and age of
empires iv feature four ages each while
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